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Clas Ohlson stops selling disposable plastic items
During 2019, Clas Ohlson will phase out the sale and usage of disposable plastic
cutlery. The company has previously replaced plastic straws, plates and glasses
with substitutes made of paper. The decision is part of Clas Ohlson’s long-term
sustainability strategy.
By the year 2020, all of Clas Ohlson’s disposable products for use with food will be made
of bio-based materials that are not defined as plastics. In addition, freezer bags and waste
disposal bags will be made of bio-based or recycled materials, and all packaging material
will be recyclable.
By 2025, all of Clas Ohlson’s packaging shall be designed to reduce waste and to prevent
littering. Clas Ohlson has already initiated internal work with the aim of reducing the
amount of packaging material used in transportation.
“Clas Ohlson has strict requirements on plastics. We apply stricter requirements than what
is required by law on many of our products, which means that these plastic materials are
pure and energy efficient to recycle. The problem is however, that not all plastic is
recycled. We know that large amounts end up in the bin and that some also end up as
litter in nature. This is why 2019 will be the final year for selling disposable, plastic
kitchenware”, says Ellinor Wickström, Manager Product Compliance & Sustainability, at
Clas Ohlson.
Clas Ohlson will also remove all disposable plastic items from its workplaces, that is, from
staff canteens in stores, in the distribution centre and in the offices.

For more information, please contact: Niklas Carlsson, Group Head of Communications,
+46 247 44429 niklas.carlsson@clasohlson.se

Clas Ohlson was founded in 1918 as a mail order business in Insjön, Sweden. Today we are a retail company with
customers in five markets, approximately 5,000 co-workers and annual sales of approximately 8 billion SEK. Our share is
listed on Nasdaq Stockholm. A lot has happened since the start in 1918, but one thing has remained the same over the
years; that we want to help and inspire people to improve their everyday lives by offering smart, simple, practical
solutions at attractive prices. Visit about.clasohlson.com to read about our passion for simplifying life in all kinds of
homes.

